
HOW PERFIN MACHINES ARE MADE

First, there are six different types of
Perfin .':achines. There are those with one,
two, three, five, ten, and one hundred dies.
To the best of my 1 owledge, only the "SP"
and the "GT" have the 100-die models. Some
are operated by hand, and some by electric
motor, but the actual operation of the
machine has nothing to do with the way it
.is constructed.

The one-die machine is made differently
from the others. Two steel bars, about
three feet in length, are bolted together.
The female bar is one inch wide and about
one-eighth inch thick. The make bar is the
same width, but about three-eighths of an
inch thick. For the drilling operation,
the female bar is uppermost. The desired
des.-L, is drawn carefully on the female bar
in pencil, and then a high-speed drill with
a 7/16th inch stop on it, is directed to the
starter dents. and,a hole is drilled com-
plezely through the female bar, but not
quite through the male bar. The automatic
stop takes care of that.

The t o bars are then placed on a power
shear ant cut off, so that the two pieces
centa_:.ing the holes are about one-inch
square. Then the bins are driver_ in the
male bar. but are not welded or fastened ir.'
any manner. (:his explains why they some-
times come out!) The pins stick out about
one-half inch on the male bar. This bar is
then welded to the Perfin Machine, and
always to the top of the machine.

;V ext. the female bar is place over the
male section (pins will be in the female
slots or holes), the-machine is closed, and
then is welded into place. The method used
explains why there are times when the holes
made are not precisely evenly spaced, some
being a bit close. This has all been hand
work, and the accuracy depends on the pun-
ching operation.

In making multiple die-heads for Perfin
Machine s, an entirely different method is
used. The design is not marked on the bar,
but is marked on a one-inch-wide metal tem-
rlate. This Template is then drilled and
examined by holding up to the light to en-
sure correct spacing of the ho'_es, with a
resultant better spacing of the holes.

This thin template is then placed on to,
of t e female bar, to which has been bolted
the -male bar, and the holes are drilled
t rougn the two bars, much in the same man-
ner as for the single die-head. text, the
ter.-)late is moved across about an inch or.
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the two bars and the next set of holes is
drilled. This process continues until the
correct number of holes has been drilled in
each of the dies which appear on thebar.
This may be two, three, five, or ten dies.
Then the two bars are sheared to the proper
length that accommodates the number of
die-heads that are being made. They are
then pinned, and welded, in the same manner
as the single die-bars were done. Now, if
the template was right-side up, or wrong-
side up, it makes no difference to the wor-
ker who drills the holes, provided that be
starts and finishes the same way.

The template is marked and stored away,
so that if, at some later date, another
machine may be ordered, then the same tem-
plate is brought out and a new multiple die
is made. If there were two ten-die machines
made, by the time the twentieth set of holes
has been drilled, the template holes may be
considerablyat variance with the first hole
drilled.

There is one other consideration. The
template is very `::n, perhaps about 20-
gauge. It is much softer than the steel
bars, and of course, many times softer than
the extremely hard steel drill. Therefore,
after drilling through the holes several
times, the template holes keep getting lar-
ger and larger, withthe resulting variation
in size as the end of the bit is reached.
Thus it is easy to understand why some
slightly dif.erent sized Perfinsare made by
the same head of one machine. These slight
differences rarely indicate that a new
machine has been made. The human equation
is ever Dresentin the several stews of man-
ufacture, and difference of 1/4 to 1/2 mm.
can usually be ignored.

ANOTHER NEW FIND?
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Dave Hanes has located another perfin which

several collectors have not been able to

identify or even confirm the initials. It

From " The Perfins Bulletin" April 1975 with appears at first glance to look like 'ED'.

the approval of the author . Even this may not be correct. Any ideas?
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